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1- we have to look at the figure of speech a writer uses to understand the complexity of human life

in his writing.
1.  

2.

3.   

 

4.

  

2- Science of verse forms and poetic meters is called.................
1. prosody

2. literary tradition

3. poetical expression

4. structure

3- The impact of Western civilization did not leave its solid literary tradition untouched.'impact

'means ..................
1. struggle

2. concept

3. effect

4. line

4- circulation: number of copies of a book, news paper, etc.'circulation' means.......................
1.



2. 

3.  !

4. "

5- one of their tasks was to study typographical techniques.'typography' means.................
1. #$ % &

2. ' #$

3.  #$

4. ($ )

6- Many translations are attributed to Muhammad Hassan Khan who successively used the titles Sani

al-Dawla and Itimad al-Sultan
successively means.................
1. never

2. permanently

3. one after another

4. almost

7- Humanities: studies such as literature, history psychology, etc. 'humanities'

means..........................
1. *

2.  +,-

3.  ./ 

4. / 0  1& 234&

8- A person who writes poems is called....................
1. poetic

2. poem

3. poet

4. poetical

9- Elegy: a formal, long poem for the death of a person or sad event. 'elegy 'means..........................
1. . 5&

4  از1 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. -

3. 67
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10- 
1. threnody

2. prose

3. verse

4. quatrain

11- A long lyric poem, serious in subject with a fine style and elaborate stanza structure is

called.................
1. sublime poetry

2. occasional verse

3. ode

4. elegy

12- The Persians themselves are not addicted to literary criticism. 'addicted' means..............
1. 9 :&

2.

; 

3. <= &

4.  >

3. <  ;

4. <  @!

13- 'poetical aetiology' means......................
1. ?5& 6

2. ?,2 %

14- Shibli quotes numerous verses showing how widely diffused amonst Persian poets was the desire

to try their fortune.'diffused' means............
1. accepted

2. refused

3. scattered

4. followed

15- The eighteenth century of our era was the poorest in literary achievement. 'era'

means...................
1. 0>

2. AB&

3. %C&

4. *&D

16- After that there is a notable revival and several poets of the nineteenth century.'revival'

means.................
1. * 

2. 

3. 1=

4. *EFG

17- Some of the most interesting pieces of poetry are those composed by professional poets.' to

compose' means..........................
1. 0>

2. % G

3. 0<HI

4. 0 % J

18- The language is extraordinarily simple and direct, devoid of these rhetorical artifices. 'rhetorical

artifice' means..................
1.  *2

2. 7F < H

3. ?<2 > K;

4. -L& 2 

19- When Muhtasham sent him two eloquent panegyrics, he received noting.'eloquent'

means...................
1. M)H

4  از2 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. >I 1:

3. < N J
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20- The topical polemical and satirical class is much smaller. 'polemical' means...............
1. L>-

2.  

3. O;

4. 3<;

21- I may perhaps add a few further specimens when I come to speak of modern

journalism.'specimen' means..............
1. description

2. result

3. root

4. sample

22- The authership of these tasnifs is seldom known, and are hardly ever committed to

writing.'authership' means..............
1. P )

2. P3

3. Q=B

4. %D

3. the

4. yours

23- great Lord of Life and Wisdom , In Thy Name.

'Thy' means.............
1. your

2. you

 ? =@ 567 " 89 % ":;< =< >

foretell not . T

grieve not . S

-24

forget not . '

keep not . R

25- The corner of poverty
1. <>; J>

2. V7 

3. =H W !

4. *- E W !

2.  H ?

3. 0C ( .J

4. @7 

26- circling sphere
1. 0> >

27- I would rather in the tavern with Thee.tavern means.................
1.

2&

2. ,!

3. G

4.

 !

28- It was no doubt in youth that he earned the right to use the title Hafiz which became his pen-

name.pen-name means..............
1. X,

2. G +

3. @=3

4.

!

3. 4G 

4.

:

29- manuscript: a handwritten book.
1. ;& Y !

4  از3 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. *3  /H
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30- A piece of writing praising somebody or something is called..................
1. periodical

4  از4 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. allusion

3. panegyric
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